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New india bazaar phoenix

COVID-19 alert: Hours and menu options may be affected due to coronavirus COVID-19. Please contact the restaurant directly for the latest information. Delivery No Credit Card Payment Received A Good Parking Spot for Children Yes Casual Alcohol Clothing No Reservation Yes Price Point $ $ - Eat Cheap (Under $ 10) $ - Medium ($
11 - $ 25) $ - Expensive ($ 25 - $ 50) $ - Very Expensive (More than $50) WiFi Yes Outdoor Chair No. 09/22/2020 - MenuPix User 01/15/2020 - MenuPix User 01/05/2013 - Amma Last night was my last visit to New India Bazzar. I went to buy some groceries and ate good Indian food. The staff is not friendly at all times. First the table is
not clean and tidy at all. My desk had oil and food stains all over and no one cleaned it. It took about the next 10 minutes to place my order when there were only 3-4 tables occupied. I asked for water at the beginning of my dinner and after some constant requests water was served just before paying my bill. I expect more friendly behavior
from the new Indian bazzar staff. The food was fine. I wouldn't say it's indian food authentication but street food. I would defiantly prefer to go to another restaurant for the next time as it saves me time and money. 8 Reviews of 8 reviews with an average rating of 4.0 stars have been consolidated here. Consolidated reviews are included in
the calculation of an average rating of 3.5 stars based on 11 total reviews. ^ Hidden behind this small Indian market is the best no-frills Punjabi chaat-minded restaurant, or offerings of Indian street food, flavorful vegetarian dishes and less successful meat-based ones. Try the popular samosa chaat, a dish similar to a savory exotic pie, for
a light snack or appetizer, and then turn to star vegetarian offerings such as spinach-based palak paneer or muttering anloo made from potatoes and peas in cream sauce. Choose your dish as a thali dinner, and get a large TV tray filled with other Indian delights to eat as often as it's wallet-friendly. Field Guide for Spicy Food in Greater
Phoenix Thursday, July 11, 2019 at 7 am.m. by Lauren Cusimano Sweating with some of the most spicy dishes in the Valley from around the world. The 10 Best Indian Restaurants in Metro Phoenix Monday, March 24, 2014 at 4 a.m.m. by Lauren Saria you don't have to go abroad (or even out of town) to find good and authentic Indian
food. In fact, there are many places around the Valley that specialize in a variety of Indian cooking styles, whether you are looking for... New Indian Bazaar in Phoenix: What We Buy, What We Skip, and What Still We Lust During Friday, August 9, 2013 at 9 am.m. by Heather Hoch The Spot: New India Bazaar and Cuisine, open Tuesday
to Sunday from 11.m. to 8:30 p.m.m... The 10 Best Things I Ate in January Tuesday, February 5, 2013 at 9 .m by Laura Hahnefeld Like many many in the Valley, I was beset by germs from nature's nastiest this month (so many hot toddies and TVs). See also: 10 Best Things I Ate in 2012 But despite the lingering illness, I still managed to
find some... Load More See All Articles I don't usually review bad experiences unless I have them at least twice. But this place beats everything. The owner is really rude when answering questions. I know that there are certain parts if India's tone is normal. However, when I pay using my credit... The card he told me This is a good credit
card. They pay you back for each transaction. How much money will you get back from them? It's as if you don't have $5 in your wallet. These are the right words. Accusing someone of fraud simply by using a credit card shows only the lower courtesy and etiquette of the owner. I would advise you to stay away from the place, unless it's
really an emergency. More emergencies. More
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